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What do you call someone that 
speaks 3 languages?



What do you call someone that 
speaks 3 languages?

Polyglot



What do you call someone that 
speaks 2 languages?



What do you call someone that 
speaks 2 languages?

Not American



What do you call someone that 
speaks 1 language?



What do you call someone that 
speaks 1 language?

Fullstack Dev



Don’t be offended, or take offense 
on other’s account, because even 

polyglots had, at one time, the 
need to start with one language.

Life is a journey through time,
so come with me.



Modern education succeeds in 
cementing the status quo and in 

encouraging ________, with 
some surprising results.

Let’s go for a romp.



xx60’s Problem



xx60’s Cheatcode

count to five

- Margaret 
Hamilton



xx60’s Legacy



xx70’s Problem



xx70’s Cheatcode



xx70’s Legacy



xx80’s Problem
Proprietary Software



xx80’s Cheatcode



xx80’s Legacy



xx90’s Problem



xx90’s Cheatcode



xx90’s Legacy



xx00’s Problem



xx00’s Cheatcode



xx00’s Legacy



xx10’s Problem

HTML, CSS, JS



xx10’s Cheatcode



xx10’s Legacy



xx20’s Problem

Remembering what it is that you forgot.



xx20’s Cheatcode



xx20’s Legacy



“I never said it would be easy,
I only said it would be worth it.”

Mae West





242%                           300%



So let’s take a step back.
Younger developers haven’t had as much time to gain experience through 
learning - but this also shows a hidden trend in the world of software 
engineering.

The ease with which software can be built has been streamlined with 
what is known as Developer Experience, which is kind of an ironic turn 
of phrase. Syntactic sugar and guardrails make things “easier”, while 
obscuring the underlying nature of code.



We’re all a little Rusty.
And asking for help from friends is 
something that a community does 

very well.



We’re all a little Rusty.



We’re all a little Rusty.



We’re all a little Rusty.
But thankfully synthetic 

knowledge has arrived, where you 
don’t have to out yourself as a 

noob...



A little Rusty.





We know all this.
But, how can we as a community 

adapt to evolving ways of 
learning and working?

What will be our legacy?



https://www.zdnet.com/article/programming-language-rusts-adoption-problem-developers-reveal-why-more-arent-using-it/



Design your Org
 Like Software

Separate Concerns
Maintain Transparency

Empower Access
Stay Resilient

Reduce Bus Factor
Define Done == “rustable”



Reframe Success



Reframe Participation



Foster Engagement
Tauri’s working group:

- Open and accessible to all
- Inclusionary and Supportive
- Grows learners into teachers



Get Involved
https://discord.gg/tauri 



Commons Conservancy
Our promise to open source.

https://dracc.commonsconservancy.org/0035/



https://opencollective.com/tauri

Open Collective
Donating makes you feel good.



Thank You
tauri.app

@TauriApps 

denjell@tauri.app



Problem Statement
1. Writing software is hard, even for the pros
2. Open source can instrumentalize the precariat
3. Set and forget has [security] implications
4. Beginners have to start somewhere
5. Traditional learning encourages  



Thanks

https://tauri.app



Communal.



Compromise.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kOFWIvNowXo 

The problems of JavaScript are 
solved by Rust, but at great 
compromise.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kOFWIvNowXo


What is Tauri?
App Development Framework

and Global Community
For Desktop (now)

and Mobile Apps (alpha)



Who uses Tauri?
Small teams, individuals

Many devs come from JS background
(Web, Electron, Capacitor)



Why use Tauri?

It is a Rust-based GUI available now.
It is security focussed.

To learn more about rust.



Why learn Rust?

Exciting, new, fun.
Friendly compiler.

Save energy.



DEEPTECH LIBRARY
Windows, Menus & System Trays



INTRO

Every so often, something so fundamentally brilliant comes along that it 
challenges mainstream ideas about the right way to do things. The Rust 
language's adoption and its generated excitement align with this pattern.

Yet, many complain about how challenging it is to wrap their heads 
around the concepts that make the language and its tooling so robust. At 
Tauri, we have discovered that offering engineers low-friction pathways 
encourages experimentation, knowledge acquisition, and rapid mastery. 

In this keynote, Tauri's co-founder Daniel Thompson will present key 
takeaways for enabling positive growth of the Rust community via 

empowerment and developer experience.



DEEPTECH LIBRARY
Provides Webviews for Tauri



Integrates Stack, Adds APIs and Build Tools



Rust Features
Cross Platform
Memory Safety

High Performance
Amazing (and friendly) Compiler
Built-in Documentation System

Quickly Growing Community



Ecosystem
rustc
cargo

rustup
crates.io
docs.rs



Ecosystem: rustc



Ecosystem: cargo
Cargo also provides 
for context aware 
“plugins”, like the 
tauri CLI:

cargo tauri build



Ecosystem: rustup
- rustc

Your compiler

- triple
aarch64-apple-darwin

- nightly
Living on the edge



Ecosystem: crates.io
You don’t have to 
publish a crate on 
crates.io - they can 
also be consumed via 
git or even from the 
local filesystem.



Ecosystem: docs.rs
Fun fact: Rust 
provides a number of 
ways to generate 
docs from comments 
(and the code itself).



Ecosystem: Tauri
Tauri wants to help 
you set up your 
system. Visit our page 
to do it right:

https://tauri.app/v1/
guides/getting-start
ed/prerequisites 

https://tauri.app/v1/guides/getting-started/prerequisites
https://tauri.app/v1/guides/getting-started/prerequisites
https://tauri.app/v1/guides/getting-started/prerequisites


Rust Structure
./Cargo.toml

./src/main.rs

./build.rs



./Cargo.toml

The Cargo.toml file 
defines the project, 
its dependencies and 
features.



./src/main.rs
The main.rs file sets 
up the main loop, and 
executes it.

Note that you can 
choose what code to 
conditionally compile.



./build.rs
The build.rs file is executed 
at build time, and allows for 
platform specific 
compilation and other 
tasks, like interacting with 
environment variables.



Tauri Helps You 
> npx create-tauri-app@latest

> tauri dev

> tauri build



















https://tauri.studio/docs/building/app-size





Security
It’s not just a posture.



https://www.packtpub.com/product/tauri-foundations/9781803241654 



1.0



1.0
Finally.



https://hn.algolia.com/?q=tauri



https://2021.stateofjs.com/en-US/libraries/mobile-desktop



https://ossinsight.io/analyze/tauri-apps/tauri



https://github.com/trending/rust?since=monthly









https://tauri.studio/docs/architecture/patterns/isolation



2022’s Platform of Choice



2022’s Platform of Choice





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-X8evddpu7M

